Horse Park Fire Entrapment
Facilitated Learning Analysis

“We hadn’t heard from the IC in a while, then we heard: ‘All hands pulling back, the IHC is
stranded and we can’t find the lookout’. Air Attack kept calling for the lookout and getting no
response. It was eerie.”
Dispatcher
Montrose Interagency Dispatch Center
“At that time, I was thinking: ‘Is this how it all ends?’ Then I thought of my wife. She is going
to be so mad at me! I thought of my four-month-old daughter and realized I am not even
going to get to know her.”
IHC Superintendent
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NWCG Definition of “Entrapment”:
A situation where personnel are unexpectedly caught in a fire behavior-related,
life-threatening position where planned escape routes or safety zones are absent,
inadequate, or compromised. An entrapment may or may not include deployment
of a fire shelter for its intended purpose. These situations may or may not result in
injury. They include "near misses."

1. Entrapment Stigma
In wildland fire there is a stigma attached to the word “entrapment.” We tend to resist events being
labeled as “entrapment.”
As you can see, the NWCG definition of “entrapment” above covers a broad spectrum of circumstances.
By this definition, many—if not all of us—have been directly involved in multiple entrapment situations.
Pretty much anytime there is a difference between what you planned to happen and what actually
happened in regards to escape or disengaging—it’s an entrapment. This happens fairly regularly. We just
call it “near miss,” “close call,” “scramble,” “getting pinched” and countless other hedge words.
It is uncomfortable to acknowledge that entrapments occur on a fairly regular basis. We don’t want this
to be true. This leads us to downplay and resist labeling certain situations as entrapment (preferring
“close call”). The danger in downplaying individual events is an inaccurate accounting of how often
these events occur. We need to first have an accurate accounting before we can truly address the risk
and exposure we are dealing with on this front.

How Can We Adjust?
 Are we operating too close to the edge? Using the current definition of entrapment, any
unplanned hasty retreat is an event to be avoided, yet it is a fairly common event. Do
we need to maintain the negative view of entrapments and adjust tactics to give
ourselves a bit more margin?
OR
 Do we need to accept that entrapment (as defined) is just part of fighting fire? If we
make no changes to current tactics, the data say entrapments will continue to happen
regularly. Knowing this we can start to adjust our perspective and reduce the stigma
associated with the circumstance. In this view, entrapments are just part of the price of
aggressive and effective engagement.
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2. Introduction
“As we rounded the corner, it was completely
different fire behavior than what we’d been seeing.
It was basically a wall of flames. We started backing
out of there, but the fire was moving closer and
faster than we could back up.”
Roy, IHC Superintendent

“Hey buggies, you copy? We’ve been compromised!”
Eric, IHC Crew Foreman
While scouting a road for a potential burnout operation, a hotshot crew superintendent and foreman
encounter a wall of flames and attempt to retreat.
Their truck becomes stuck, forcing them to flee on foot, narrowly escaping the rapidly advancing fire
front.
Just as they reach safety, they learn that their crew lookout is missing.
After nearly 40 agonizing minutes, the lead plane pilot locates her.
What follows next is their story.

3. The Story
The Logan Interagency Hotshot Crew had just completed their 80 hours of critical training when they
received an order for prepositioning in Southwestern Colorado. They were directed to provide initial
attack support to the area, based out of Dolores, Colorado.
The unit FMO provided them a detailed briefing that covered the weather, ERCs, commo plan,
preposition plan, and maps. Eric, the crew foreman, then relayed a detailed briefing to the crew.
“It was dry and super windy. I remember we were chasing hats a lot,” a senior firefighter said. “It was a
big heads-up, with ERCs at the 91st percentile, low snow pack over the winter, fire restrictions, high
spread potential. Eric (crew foreman) told us what we can expect, how quickly a fire would grow. It was
apparent things were going to get up and go.”
The focus of the briefing was on the West Zone, especially with the Memorial Day weekend and the
potential for human-caused fires with the dry conditions. The plan was for the crew to set up camp
outside of town, then PT with the engine crew in the morning and spend the day getting familiar with
the area.
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“I remember seeing lightning rolling in during
dinner,” a crewmember said.” I was afraid we
were going to get a call and not get to eat our
dinner.”
The crew bedded down just outside Dolores, still
under the impression they would get up around
0630 and go PT with the engine crew. Cell service
was intermittent. Sometime during the night, the
crew superintendent’s cell phone died.
“When I plugged it in the truck and turned it on, I
had nine missed calls and messages—starting at
0345—from dispatch telling us we were being
requested for the Horse Park Fire” explained Roy,
the crew superintendent. “We went to Cortez,
grabbed lunches for the crew, and headed toward
the Basin Store.”

“Rookies were going to be shell-shocked, so
we wanted to make sure we were clear on
what we were going to teach them
beforehand. Ashley (our lookout) gave a good
tutorial on how the crew takes weather.”
Senior Firefighter

The Response
San Miguel County had reported the fire shortly after 2200 the night before. The local unit duty officer
and an engine responded and located a glow on the mesa at about midnight. It appeared that the
lightning strike had hit right at the boundary of two dispatch zones, Montrose and Durango, on the edge
of a Wilderness Study Area.
The duty officer began ordering resources, including eight smokejumpers, air attack, helitack, engines
and the Logan Interagency Hotshot Crew that had arrived earlier that day on a preposition order. The
initial plan was to have the ground resources gather at the Basin Store at 0800.
For the briefing that Sunday (May 27) morning, two local engines and an out-of-area Type 6 engine on
severity were joined by the newly formed West Region Task Force, comprised of fire department
resources. A local Bureau of Land Management engine captain, who had been scouting access to the fire
the previous night, was asked to be the Type 4 Incident Commander. The rest of his crew tied-in with a
local U.S. Forest Service engine crew also assigned to the Horse Park Fire.
The Logan Hotshots joined them at approximately 0930. The IC remained at the Basin Store to brief with
incoming resources and keep communication with the duty officer and dispatch. He met with the Task
Force Leader, then moved to a high point on the ridge northwest of the fire where he had a good
vantage point and cell coverage.
“We knew the fuels were dry and the winds were coming,” the IC said.
On Scene
Air Attack arrived on the Horse Park Fire at 0849 and provided a size-up of approximately 18-20 acres in
grass and oak brush with moderate to high spread potential, but current fire behavior was minimal.
He requested an air tanker with retardant, but agency administrators were still trying to determine
whether the fire was in the McKenna Peak Wilderness Study Area (WSA).
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Air Attack’s view of the Horse Park Fire on Sunday morning, with an initial size-up of approximately 18-20 acres.

Aerial delivered firefighters began arriving on the heel of the fire at 1019, with two Ute Mountain
Helitack members first on scene. During the next 90 minutes, two additional Ute Mountain Helitack
crewmembers and eight (Boise) smokejumpers arrived on the heel of the Horse Park Fire.
Around the same time, local Engine 51 was scouting for access to the fire and met with private
landowners to gain entry to Horse Park, a flat meadow on private land below the mesa where the fire
was burning. The Engine 51 Captain radioed back to the IC and said the meadow would work as a
helispot and a staging area. As resources approached, Engine 51 also advised them to move up the road
to a parking area at the mouth of Cocklebur Draw where they had found a place to access the fire by
foot via an old four-wheeler road leading to the top of the mesa.
Logan IHC parked at what became known as the “Parking Area.” Superintendent Roy hiked up the fourwheeler road to scout accessibility and fire behavior.
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Air Attack advised that the fire was fairly benign;
therefore, approaching from the north did not look like
it would be a problem as the fire was only exhibiting a
few hot spots. At the same time, IHC Crew Foreman Eric
scouted a little ways up the road in Cocklebur Draw for
closer access. Finding nothing, he quickly returned to
the crew.
Once Superintendent Roy determined the access was
safe, the rest of the crew made the 20-minute hike into
the fire and began working its northwest corner. The
nine engine crew members followed about a half hour
later.

“I remember thinking while hiking up
‘This is the coolest! Best job ever!’ I was
actually surprised that you are much more
than a hand at the end of a shovel. You
have to be a thinker, too.”
First-Year Firefighter

Relief Air Attack arrived about 1235 and shortly afterwards received word to suppress the fire. He
ordered helicopters and four single-engine air tankers (SEATs). The smokejumpers and helitack
members split into two squads to begin anchoring and flanking from the heel of the fire, with the
instruction for minimum chainsaw use in the McKenna Peak Wilderness Study Area. The IHC and engine
crews were focusing on the areas on the north end of the fire that were now becoming active.
The crew had a good safety zone in the black that had burned the night before, so they weren’t
concerned about working on the head of the fire.
Fire Activity Picking Up; Can’t Hold Northwest Corner Without Air Support
The lookout for the hotshot crew (Ashley) set up on a ridge in an old burn scar across Cocklebur Draw,
east of the fire. Roy began scouting the western flank, while Eric scouted the eastern flank. Roy ran into
the jumper-in-charge along with a crew boss trainee and discussed tactics, including SEATs.
As the afternoon progressed, fire activity was picking up, with group torching of two to three trees.
When Roy arrived at the fire’s heel where the helitack and smokejumpers were working, he saw that the
jumpers had their hands full with a hot spot on the southeast corner. Roy continued around the fire,
noting the east flank looked cold, with just isolated torching.
Eventually Squad B called Roy and said the northwest corner was getting too hot and they wouldn’t be
able to hold it without air support. Due to the time it took the helicopter to arrive and the distance to
load and return from the water source, Eric requested a SEAT with water. Air Attack responded that he
had placed an order earlier but had no estimated arrival time. At 1354, Air Attack placed an order for
two heavy air tankers.
IHC and Engine Crewmembers Head for Safety Zone
As Roy was making his way back to the crew, Squad A called and said the head of the fire was taking off.
Roy asked if the fire had crossed the access trail. He was told: “Yes.” Roy therefore advised them to get
into the black. The hotshot crew and engine crew members all headed to the safety zone and waited for
the fire to finish its push.
From his vantage point on the east, Roy shot a video of the fire cooking up a little drainage and waited
about 20 minutes for it to cool down before heading to the black with the crew.
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The Logan Hotshots and nine engine crew members hunkered down in the safety zone,
waiting for the fire behavior to moderate.

At 1421, Air Attack reported the fire was actively pushing north and had grown to approximately 100
acres. Within five minutes, three air tankers and a lead plane were enroute from Grand Junction, and
one air tanker was enroute from Cortez.
The jumpers and helitack were also pulling off the line and heading back to the helispot due to fire
activity on the southeast side. As the hotshots and the engine crews sat in the black, they ate lunch and
watched the fire behavior. Roy radioed the Task Force Leader and asked if he could be prepared to
move the crew buggies if the fire kept pushing that way.
“We shot the sh*t with the engine crew in the safety zone and got to know them a bit,” said one of the
IHC squad bosses. “We started to build trust with them, which came into play later when we needed to
borrow their UTVs.”

Video of Fire Behavior
Image on left is a screen shot
from this 16-second video that
shows the interior fire behavior
on the Horse Park Fire at 1400
on Sunday, May 27:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=40mI9J6zM_A&feature=youtu.be
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Photo taken by the IHC crew lookout at 1410 of the fire making a push to the north.
At this time, crews are in their safety zones.
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Photo taken by the IHC crew lookout, looking southwest at 1516.

During this time that the IHC and engine crewmembers were hunkered down in their safety zone, a local
engine captain mentioned the possibility of burning off the road up Cocklebur Draw. Air Attack also
mentioned that as a potential option. When the fire behavior laid down a bit, IHC Superintendent Roy
told IHC Crew Foreman Eric to stay with the crew while he hiked back down to the trucks.
“I got down there and talked with the Task Force Leader about the road heading south. He said he’d
been up and down it several times,” Roy said.
Meanwhile, the IC relayed to the resources on the fire that they should all pull back and gather up at the
Horse Park to regroup. At 1615, the IC talked to the duty officer to request a Type 3 IC and began driving
down to the big meadow in Horse Park.
“It took a while to get down,” the IC explained, “because I kept having to stop to take notes and answer
radio calls.”
As the hotshot and engine crews hiked back down to the Parking Area, Roy got with the Task Force
Leader and sketched out a plan in the dirt for a burnout operation that included having the crew anchor
into the rim rock on the west and come through some old burn scars. Roy also planned to scout the road
up Cocklebur Draw to see about burning off it. He repeated this briefing to the crew and the Engine 51
Captain when they made it back to the Parking Area. The intent at this point was merely to scout the
area and report findings to the IC once they regrouped.
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Shortly after Roy and Eric drove off, the Task Force Leader reported hearing a
loud roaring sound coming from the canyon that sounded
“just like a jet airplane.”

Photo on the left taken by the IHC crew lookout looking southwest at 1550. Photo on right taken by the IHC crew lookout
looking southwest at 1557—seven minutes later. At that time, the crew lookout thought: “I’ll probably be mopping those up.”

“I didn’t want to show up to the regroup session without options,” Roy said. “I wanted to have some
intel on whether a burnout was even feasible.”
The Task Force Leader had been watching the fire as it slowly moved off the mesa top throughout the
day. From his vantage point, it had only come maybe a third of the way down the slope. The jumper-incharge radioed that the fire had spread east and a line of fire was now moving to the north. Roy talked
with his lookout. Based on what he’d seen on the eastern flank during his walk around the fire, he was
thinking the fire would roll into a broad valley with sparser fuel and slow down.
Meanwhile, Air Attack radioed that the fire had crossed the two-track. However, that statement did not
alarm Roy or Eric.
“The way I was seeing it,” Roy said, “the fire appeared to be moving into sparser, scabby fuels. My initial
thought was to go see if we could pick up those spots so we could still burnout.”
One squad boss asked about pulling the lookout down, but Roy replied that having a lookout posted
might be of value if they do the burnout. The crew loaded up in their buggies to drive back west toward
the Horse Park Helispot to scout out an anchor point and prep that portion of the road for a potential
burnout.
“I noticed black smoke coming up as we were driving up the road,” said Kory, an IHC crewmember. “I
thought to myself we might have already lost our burn window.”
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As the crew prepared to head west down the road, Roy and Eric jumped in the superintendent truck to
scout the road heading south. The Task Force resources had been at the Parking Area all day and
reported feeling a strong wind blowing south at their back the entire time.
Shortly after Roy and Eric drove off, the Task Force Leader reported hearing a loud roaring sound coming
from the canyon that sounded “just like a jet airplane.”

4. The Entrapment and Escape – In Their Own Words
IHC Superintendent Roy
“I had seen all the flat area on top of the mesa. I didn’t realize there was so much topography in the
drainage. I really thought that it was going to be like the broad, gentle Horse Park valley we drove in on,
with the sparser fuels that I saw on my walk along the eastern flank.
I didn’t think I was driving into a narrow canyon. As we rounded the corner, it was completely different
fire behavior than what we’d been seeing. It was basically a wall of flames. We started backing out of
there, but the fire was moving closer and faster than we could back up. I got worried we might drive off
onto the soft shoulder and drop into a ravine.
I have that short-bed truck with a heavy duty bumper on it, so I thought I could turn and ram it into the
berm on the driver’s side and turn it around, like I’ve done a hundred times. But I hadn’t seen the berm
on the passenger side.”

IHC Crew Foreman Eric
“Sitting there on the passenger side I had my head
turned, looking upslope at the fire. I saw decadent
pinyon just cranking. I tried to radio Ashley (the
crew lookout), but got no response. I tried to radio
the buggies, but got no response.

“That’s when the feeling of dread
started to wash over me.”
Eric

I jumped out and bent down to lock in the hub on
the passenger side and when I looked up over the hood I realized I’m not going to be messing around
with the hubs. That’s when the feeling of dread started to wash over me.
Roy said we should grab our packs and get out of there. He went back to grab his radio.
I was moving with a purpose. I had all my things with me and I felt good about it. My pack was on. My
radio was in my hand. I was running, running, running—but kept looking back, trying to maintain a good
visual of the fire and Roy.
The fire was flanking faster than I was running, and it was F***ING LOUD. I didn’t feel like Roy was in a
good place.
I yelled back at Roy and asked: ‘Are you good?’ Roy answered ‘Yes’. Then I lost sight of him. My threeyear-old son’s face burned in my mind. I saw where Roy was and I didn’t think we’d be okay. I called the
guys on the radio: ‘Hey buggies, you copy? We’ve been compromised!’.
I looked back and couldn’t see Roy. It was dark. So f***ing dark. I called again on the radio: ‘Roy are you
good?’”
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IHC Superintendent Roy
“At that time, I was thinking: ‘Is this how it
all ends?’ Then I thought of my wife. She is
going to be so mad at me! I thought of my
four-month-old daughter and realized I am
not even going to get to know her.”
Roy

“I radioed back: ‘I’m still coming!’ Then I looked
back and saw the fire was coming faster than I
was running. At this point, I am winded. An
ember landed on my neck and burned me. It was
a foot race, and that fire was closing the gap the
whole time. As I ran, the sense of urgency kept
increasing.

My pack was flailing behind me, really slowing me
down. So I dropped it, grabbed the shelter out of
the side pocket and had it under my arm, with my radio in one hand and my hard hat and GPS in the
other.” [Roy had grabbed his hardhat and GPS along with his radio when he first left the truck. In the
rush, he never had the time to put the hardhat on.]
“It occurred to me they weren’t doing me any good either, so I dropped them (hardhat and GPS). It also
occurred to me that my shelter wasn’t doing any good in the plastic case. It’d be pretty stupid if they
found me like that, shelter still in the case under my arm.
The smoke was rolling over me, so I thought I could
use the shelter to shield me from the heat while I
ran. I pulled it out of the case and ripped it open. I
grabbed the handles and flicked, but it wasn’t like a
practice shelter at all. It was all stuck together.
At that time, I was thinking: ‘Is this how it all ends?’
Then I thought of my wife. She is going to be so
mad at me! I thought of my four-month-old
daughter and realized I am not even going to get to
know her.
I started kicking the shelter, trying to get it to come
open. That’s when I heard someone calling my
name and realized it was Kory calling me from the
UTV.”

IHC Crewmember Kory
“We were down the road, moving sticks and
getting the buggies parked. Our plan was to find a
place to tie the road into the cliff band so we could
do a burnout operation.

Superintendent Roy’s pack. As he was running, it was flailing
behind him, slowing him down. So, he pulled his fire shelter out
of its side pocket and dropped his pack.

I don’t think we had the buggies parked yet when
we heard Eric call on the radio, something about
being compromised. I don’t even think we answered, we just got in and started coming. I called Eric and
asked if the UTVs would help. He said: ‘Yes, send them’.
We came in hot to the parking spot by the big juniper where the UTVs were parked. I had the door open
ready to jump out. Squad Boss Brock went and asked the engine captain if we could use the UTVs, and
they said yeah. Brock was putting on his pack and hard hat, but I had already jumped on and was
15
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trying to get it to start. Someone yelled something about the brake and I revved it and took off about 10
feet before hollering back at Brock: ‘Radio!’ He threw me his radio and I was off.”

IHC Squad Boss Brock
“He literally drove off into a wall of smoke and I immediately lost sight of him.”

IHC Crew Foreman Eric
“I saw the UTV coming. Kory started toward me and I was like a third-base coach, waving him on, yelling:
‘Go! Go get Roy!’ I tried to look to see if I had anywhere else to go, but there was nothing. I kept running
as fast as I could. I distinctly remember when I was almost to the saddle, the wind was suddenly in my
face. All I thought was: ‘Thank God’.”

IHC Crewmember Kory
“I was in heavy smoke almost immediately and was starting to think I needed to turn around. It was
really loud. I mean really loud. Right as I was starting to turn, I saw metal flash and knew it must be Roy’s
shelter. I keyed the radio and screamed for Roy. He started coming as I was trying to turn around. The
radio went flying off the seat onto the ground.
I have a vivid memory of Roy picking it up and saying: ‘Here, you lost your radio.’ We had to do a multipoint turnaround that seemed to take forever, but I didn’t want to pile up the UTV. Once we made the
turn, I gassed it and got out of there.
We made it back to the Parking Area and everyone was lined up to move out. I had to abruptly stop and
pick up the guy from the engine whose UTV we were driving, then we rolled out to the safety zone.”

“Aircraft activity picked up, with tankers working on the west flank of the fire. We hadn’t heard
from the IC in a while, then we heard: ‘All hands pulling back, the IHC is stranded and we can’t find
the lookout’. Air Attack kept calling for the lookout and getting no response. It was eerie.”
Dispatcher
Montrose Interagency Dispatch Center

IHC Superintendent Roy
“We were getting out of there and Kory turns to me and says: ‘We can’t find Ashley (the crew lookout).’ I
immediately called Air Attack, who starts talking fire update and that they were just transitioning Air
Attacks. I finally got him to break so I could tell him our lookout was missing. Then he realized the
gravity of the situation.”

IHC Squad Boss Brock
“It felt so good to see Roy. It was priceless. But that feeling went away pretty quickly as we thought
about Ashley. It felt pretty hopeless.”
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IHC Superintendent Roy
“We got everyone to the safety zone. I knew we were missing Ashley. In my mind she was going to go
down to the buggies and find them gone. Kory and I got hard hats and shelters and drove the UTV back
toward the saddle until we got into heavy smoke.
I got out to walk in, but there was too much smoke and fire. Kory said: ‘Come on, we need to get out of
here. It’s flanking us again.’
In the last conversation we’d had, Ashley said she walked down the ridge to get a better vantage point. I
told the Air Attack to look to the east, up in the old burn scar. For the next 40 minutes, we heard Air
Attack repeatedly calling her over every frequency—with no response.”

IHC Crew Foreman Eric
“I met with the IC and asked if an air ambulance had been ordered, then I pulled the crew together.
They were visibly shaken. I told them everything I knew about the situation and said we needed to stay
positive and be there for each other.”

IHC Superintendent Roy
“Kory and I sat down and scanned the ridge. Kory said: ‘Look, a spot fire. That’s odd. The wind isn’t even
blowing that way’.”

The Lookout’s Story
Ashley
“Because the crew was back at the trucks I figured I would try to get a better eye on what the fire was
doing. I moved farther south on the lookout ridge to gain a vantage into the drainage.
I came to a low spot on a barbed wire fence that I was able to cross and continued contouring to the
south for a couple more minutes. I started seeing light smoke coming out of the drainage but could not
yet see the base of it.
I took the weather and got 70 degrees and 10 percent RH—pretty much what I’d been seeing all day. By
the time I put my kestrel away and my pack on, the
smoke had a red glow in it and it was coming rapidly up
the hill below me.
“This is surreal.
I called Roy and said: ‘It looks like this thing now has two
heads. I’m getting out of here.’ He responded: ‘You’re
coming in a little scratchy but it sounds like you’re
breathing hard and you are getting out of there. Good
plan.’

This can’t be happening.”
Ashley

I started jogging back to my original lookout position in the old burn, which I had also previously
identified as my safety zone. The fire was gaining intensity and was level with me on the slope to the
south. I thought: ‘This is surreal. This can’t be happening.’
When I made it to the barbed wire fence, I couldn’t find the same spot where I easily crossed the first
time. I picked a spot to cross the fence. In the back of my mind I was thinking: ‘If I get my pants caught,
that 10 seconds could be the end of me.’
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I made it over the fence and was feeling pretty good
about myself.
I made it back to my original lookout location. After
seeing the fire behavior relative to the fuels and the
openings in the burn scar, I realized my safety zone
was smaller than what I needed to weather this thing.

“At that point, I dropped my pack, grabbed
my shelter and tool, and ran.”
Ashley

I looked over at the Parking Area on the other side of
the drainage and realized that I didn’t have enough time to make my way into the drainage and back up
the other side. The fire was starting to move rapidly up the slope and down the drainage to the north,
with dark smoke rolling out in front of me.
I started moving parallel with the head of the fire, and slightly downhill. I started running with a
vengeance. I came to a side drainage and tried to call Roy on the radio to let him know of my quickly
deteriorating situation. When I tried to talk on the radio I didn’t hear the squelch you typically would
hear when finishing a transmission. I looked down, and noticed that the antenna on my radio was
missing and I was no longer sending or receiving radio traffic.1

“I knew right then that I would have to make it out on my own. This wasn’t going to
be like some Hollywood movie where an air tanker comes swooping in with a load
of retardant to save me.”
Ashley
At that point, I dropped my pack, grabbed my shelter and tool, and ran.
It had felt like it took me too long to get my shelter out of my pack as I could see the head of the fire
without having to turn my head. After I finally got my shelter out of my pack I started moving side-hill in
front of the fire.
I was running through stringers of waist-high oak brush, looking for a place to deploy, but could only see
green, thick fuel in front of me. I felt like I wasn’t going to find any viable possibilities on the hillside, so I
dropped down to get closer to the road that led to the safety zone. I ended up in a dry creek bed of the
main drainage.
Once I got into the drainage I realized that it was free of vegetation with about 15-foot bare banks. I felt
like I could finally breathe. I started to feel like at least I was going to live and could deploy around one
of the sharp bends in the creek bed to help deflect heat. However, I could still only see dark smoke over
both of my shoulders and had to keep moving.
I knew that if I kept moving down this drainage it would eventually lead me to a safety zone that I had
seen from my lookout position. I also knew my crew was probably worried about me and thinking the
worst.

1

It is unknown what happened to Ashley's radio antenna. It is assumed it was loose and fell off sometime during the
initial part of Ashely's retreat—maybe while she was getting over the fence.
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I felt like I had been running forever and figured the fire was still coming when I saw some grass hanging
over the bank above me. I climbed out of the bottom onto a grassy bench about a half-acre in size. I
pulled a lighter out of my pocket and began burning off the grass. I felt like I just needed to do
something. I needed to do something to improve my situation and be active. I thought: ‘You’re not going
to get me today, fire!’ I burned off an area primarily to improve a deployment site if needed, but also
thought maybe it would help others to locate my position.
As the area was starting to burn off, the lead plane flew over with its wing up and I thought they didn’t
see me as I was waving my arms. It flew over again with the wing down this time. I figured they saw me
as Air Attack started circling me shortly after. Pretty soon, the helicopter from Ute Mountain Helitack
started to come in and land next to the area I was burning out. The helitack crewmember came over to
me and said: ‘I am so happy you are okay!’ I responded: ‘Yeah, me too!’”
Everyone is Accounted For
Resources on the fire and dispatch heard the traffic
from Air Attack that the lookout had been located, but
he didn’t give her condition. Most of the hotshot crew
remained somber until the helicopter landed in the
meadow and they saw Ashley get off the ship.

“It was pretty emotional. We all ran up
and started hugging her.”
IHC Squad Boss
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5. The Timeline
All times are approximate, unless otherwise noted.
5/26/18
22:04 -- Report of fire from San Miguel County.
5/27/18
00:39 -- Duty Officer orders MMA.
02:33 -- DIV5 provides size-up: 3-5 acres, not over 10. Orders: Air Attack, Smokejumpers, Logan IHC, and
also the West Region Task Force as the fire looks to be on BLM and private land.
Resources Responding:
1-Air Attack, out of area resource
1-Air Attack Relief, out of area resource
1-West Region Task Force (3 Type 6 engines, 1 Type 4 engine, and a Task Force Leader) Local
resources
1-Water tender on standby, local resource
1-Type 1 hand crew, out of area resource
8- Smokejumpers, out of area resource
1-Lead Plane, out of area resource
1- Agency Type 4, local resource
1- Agency Type 6, out of area resource
1- Agency Type 6, local resource
1-Helitack, Type 3 helicopter, local resource
1-Helitack, Type 2 helicopter, neighboring resource
08:58 -- Air Attack called in size-up. Also looking for other starts in the area.
09:18 -- Air Attack calls Montrose Dispatch and reports they’ll need a relief air attack @1230 over the
fire.
10:19 -- Helitack dropped off two crewmembers on the fire.
10:37 -- J97 starts jump operations.
11:42 -- 8 Smokejumpers on the ground.
11:58 -- Acres reported at approximately 15 acres.
12:06 -- Smokejumpers on-scene and working on size-up. Duty Officer wants size-up to decide course of
action prior to setting fire line.
12:15 -- Relief Air Attack 18 minutes out.
12:34 -- Helicopter 8MC Helitack on the ground configuring for bucket work.
12:35 -- Relief Air Attack transitions with Horse Park Air Attack and will need relief in 2 hrs.
12:36 -- Incident Commander (IC) size-up: Lat. /Long. N37 57.664” X W108 31.962” BLM, 10 acres
12:56 -- Duty Officer to IC: Suppress fire, minimum chainsaw use in WSA, avoid P/J when possible.
 Decision Point: Resources located at the heel of the fire will anchor and flank. Resources
located at the head of the fire will focus on the active areas working the left flank toward
the heel.
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13:08 -- Air Attack orders 3-4 SEATs
13:26 -- Air Attack reports fire at 28 to 50 acres.
13:54 -- Air Attack checks on SEAT status. Wants to
also order 2 heavy air tankers with water.
14:21 -- Air Attack reports fire behavior actively
pushing N. toward the head and 100 acres in size.
14:25 -- Resource update: L-28, T-16, T-41, and T161 in route from Grand Junction.
14:26 -- T- 850 off Cortez 14 min. ETE
 Decision Point: All resources move into
safety zone areas due to active fire
behavior and then reengage after fire
behavior subsides.
15:17 -- Fire is at 150 acres, fire behavior is calm.
15:28 -- Dispatch reports to IC: additional Type 1
crew will be at incident @1800.
Air Attack’s initial size-up.
 Decision Point: IHC Superintendent drives
up canyon to “ground truth” area for
possible burn-out later on after discussing with Task Force Leader. Shortly thereafter, upon
visually seeing the current fire behavior, location and spread rate, the decision is made to back
down the road to a turnaround spot.
 Decision Point: Lookout leaves current location and moves in a westward direction toward an
old burn scar.
17:08 -- IC to Montrose Dispatch: fire increased significantly. All engines and crews bumped off for
safety. Logan IHC stuck on bank, possible loss of vehicle. Crew out, no loss of life or injury. At this time,
unable to contact Logan IHC Lookout.
17:09 -- Going to be in the process of transitioning to a Type 3 incident.
17:17 -- IC requested ground and Air Ambulance. Still unable to locate Logan Lookout.
17:20 -- IC says think about the MMA ship for possible Search and Rescue operation.
17:23 -- Rocky Mountain Area (RMAC): Mesa Verde is the only Short Haul available. Care Flight will be
launched and will have Air to Ground 15.
17:33 -- MMA will be in route soon. Still cannot contact Lookout.
17:35 -- Requesting ground ambulance.
17:37 -- Ground Ambulance staged at Basin Store.
17:44 -- Located the Lookout! IC stands down Life Flight.
17:53 -- Released all fixed-wing aircraft and keeping helicopters. No need for Mesa Verde Short Haul.
17:58 -- Battalion Chief 31 on scene and tied into IC. All personnel accounted for and off the hill.
18:26 -- Don’t need ground ambulance. On-site EMT checked out individual crewmembers. Currently in
transition from IC Type 4 to IC Type 3.
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Aerial view of the lookout’s safety fire (indicated by arrow).

19:14 -- Phone message from San Miguel Sheriff asking for confirmation of a vehicle burned.
19:32 -- Updated acres of 1,040.
20:10 -- Official transition from IC 4 to IC 3 and trainee.
22:12 -- All resources in Spike Camp and bedded down.
5/27/18
22:03 -- Type 2 IMT ordered.
5/28/18
11:37 – Decision passed from Operations Trainee that it’s safe to access the burned vehicle and retrieve
equipment.
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Where the Superintendent’s truck got stuck and the Superintendent and Crew Foreman had to abandon it.

13:13 -- Fire update: Fairly quiet with little runs and isolated torching.
6/01/18
Transition from IMT2 to the local unit IMT4.
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6. A Bias for Action
This excerpt is taken directly from “Leading in the Wildland Fire Service”, our guiding doctrine
related to leadership:

A Bias for Action
Leaders in the wildland fire service are not only empowered but also duty-bound to act on a
situation that is within our power to affect, even without direction from above.
This empowerment is not intended to encourage freelancing. In a high-risk environment,
freelancing is a dangerous and unpredictable element, causing more harm than good. Ultimately,
leaders are always accountable for their actions.
A bias for action acknowledges wildfire as an environment where events do not always go
according to plan. At times during an incident, one person may be the only one in a position to
see what needs to be done and to make it happen. Time may not permit informing the chain of
command before an opportunity is lost.
In these time-critical situations, fire leaders use judgment, act within the intent of their leaders,
work in unison with others, develop and communicate a plan, and then inform leaders of actions
as soon as safely possible.
On a chaotic and rapidly developing wildfire, one person taking the initiative can make all the
difference in seizing and taking advantage of an opportunity. Being hesitant, risk-averse, or
indecisive can expose firefighters to greater long-term risks and translate into a waste of time,
opportunity, energy, and money.
On the Horse Park Fire, a bias for action was on display on multiple fronts. As the situation deteriorated,
decisions were made and acted on with a collective purpose of survival and care.
 Ashley made all her decisions on her own, consciously accepting and adapting to the situation
she was in.
 The Lead Plane Pilot quickly took decisive action to organize the search and rescue efforts.
 Ute Mountain Helitack immediately shifted focus and altered their operations to help in the
search for Ashley.
 In the moments following the entrapment of Roy and Eric and the immediate shift to search and
rescue efforts, Karston, the captain from an on-scene engine, took the initiative to support the
IC (becoming scribe).
 Brock did not hesitate to throw his radio to Kory—supporting the decision and action of a
subordinate in a time of chaos.
 Kory, in particular, took undirected decisive action as part of a unified effort to help.
These are just a few of the countless efforts across the fire aimed at supporting the survival and care of
those in need. This is what makes us brothers and sisters in the fire service.
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7. Thoughts and Lessons from Those Involved
What is Physical Training for?
Multiple firefighters (from IHC and Helitack) stressed the importance of physical training and the role
it played in this event.
 Although physical fitness training is primarily used to gain and maintain the ability to perform
one’s normal duties, outlier events (like emergency escape from a fast-moving fire front) may
cause one to reevaluate:

What are YOU training for?

UTVs – Good Tool?
Multiple IHC members stressed the critical role a UTV played in this event. They expressed frustration
because they have been attempting to obtain a UTV for several years.
 Many IHCs with state and federal agencies currently own and travel with UTVs. These vehicles
are typically utilized in the following ways:
Logistical Support – The ability to haul gear such as water, fuel, hose etc., as well as
transporting personnel (in some cases avoiding the need for helicopter transport and
sling missions).
Scouting – The ability to quickly scout areas that are inaccessible or cumbersome in
larger vehicles.
Medical Transport – The ability to transport a patient more quickly down dozer lines,
two-track roads, etc. to meet ground or air ambulances.
Most efficiencies come with a cost of some sort, whether monetary or a different flavor of exposure
(usually both). UTVs are no exception to the “cost” rule. But they do seem to lend themselves
particularly well to the environment we operate in.

Have YOU considered all aspects of the UTV you do or do not have?

“Critical” Training?
Multiple IHC overhead expressed frustration related to several aspects of their critical training.
 The Standard for Interagency Hotshot Crew Operations sets the standard of 40 hours of
“Operational Preparedness Training”. Crews typically need an additional 40 hours for agencyspecific required training (such as Defensive Driving, Security Awareness, POSH, Harassment,
Bloodborne Pathogens, HAZMAT, 1st Aid/CPR, District Orientation, EEO/Diversity, Do What’s
Right, Listening Sessions, Stand Up For Each Other, AgLearn/DOILearn.) This time is also spent
on hiring problems/issues that extend after the crew comes on.
 Many feel it’s getting more difficult to fit in all of the Operational Preparedness Training due
to additional agency-required training. Many crews end up doing more than 80 hours of
training, which cuts into time “available.”
 In this instance, the crew felt they spent far less time on operational fire training,
teambuilding, and communication than they would prefer.

What drives how much time you spend on critical training?
Do you need to reevaluate?
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The crew also expressed frustration regarding their Annual Fireline Refresher (RT-130) topics. This
year the crew had less freedom in the selection of the modules to be covered (they were told which
modules to cover). They also felt they did not have the time to cover any additional topics they saw as
relevant (due to the previously mentioned time constraints).

How is refresher material selected in YOUR area?
Does the process need to be adjusted?

Rapid Team Building
Several members of the IHC noted the importance of building relationships and rapport with other
resources whenever you have the chance.
While in the black with the engine crews (around 1500) time was spent talking with several of the
engine crews. They didn’t know it at the time, but this basic interaction was an investment that paid
off shortly afterwards.
This most basic connection later allowed for much smoother cooperation in a time of need—
borrowing the UTV in a dynamic and urgent situation.
Many of us have a default setting for interaction on the fireline, much of it learned by watching the
overhead of our specific crew or unit. Some crews are gruff/standoffish and others are
welcoming/inclusive.

What attitude is on display with YOUR crew or unit?
Is it what you want?

Training for Escape
The IHC crew overhead noted that they will now likely change the way they train for escape and fire
shelter deployment.
 In the past, the crew had a dynamic shelter deployment drill that included running with packs
on and pulling your shelter on the move. This drill took place on “fire shelter hill”—a pretty
steep hill. This practice was discontinued due to concern over potential injuries. Since
abandoning the “fire shelter hill” practice, the crew has done a more “static” deployment
exercise. After the Horse Park event, the crew plans to adjust their training to simulate the
actual process of escape.

How much thought have you put into your escape training?
Do you train on the decision process of dropping gear? What will you bring with
you? Think about how your pack is configured and any difficulties you might have
getting your shelter or radio free.
More questions to inform your training:

Many people practice pulling their shelter out of their pack while
running? Why? If you need to run, should you drop your pack?
Additional information on fire shelter technology updates, shelter deployment
survival stories, and training tips can be found at:
https://www.nifc.gov/fireShelt/fireShel_publications/FireShelterTrainingReminders.
pdf.
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What’s in Your Pockets?
The lookout noted that she was very thankful for a piece of advice given to her in her very first year as
a firefighter: “Always have these three things with you: a knife, a lighter, and ChapStick to make you
happy.”
 As she ditched her pack, she did not think to grab a fusee—it was a bit chaotic at that
moment. But when she got to the grassy bench and knew it was the best option for an escape
fire and deployment site, she was very glad that she had that lighter in her pocket.

What do YOU carry in your pockets?

Regrouping is Action
Several people on the fire reflected on the general increase in complexity throughout the afternoon.
This fire had multiple resources arriving at different times on different parts of the fire and things were
changing quickly—an emerging fire.
There was lots of talk about getting everyone together in one spot, but it took a while to actually
accomplish it.
Sometimes an early tactical regrouping is the best action you can take. Be ready and willing to call for a
get-together as soon as you feel the need—waiting is tempting.

What triggers a “tactical re-grouping?”
How can you practice making this recommendation?

What Do Your Trigger Points Trigger?
The Task Force Leader at the Parking Area set several fire behavior related trigger points. He reflected
on how they served him well. He did note that the fire hit his trigger points faster than he expected, but
it was comforting to be able to say “our trigger points have been hit, let’s go.”
Trigger points only work if you carry out the pre-determined action they “trigger.” Many people set
trigger points to “reevaluate.” Is that really an action?

Consider where you want to “reevaluate.” Maybe your trigger point should actually be
“withdraw to _________”. (See the lesson above on “tactical regrouping.”)

Use a Scribe
After the entrapment with Roy and Eric, an Engine Captain took the initiative to jump in with the IC to
serve as “scribe.” In this role, he took notes but also served as someone to talk things over with and
general support. This was a great relief to the IC. The IC said he would remember this and use it in the
future. You might want to try it as well.

In what situations could a scribe be helpful?
How will you practice assigning a scribe?
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8. Discussion Items and Lessons from the FLA Team
Cultural Norms with Communication
We all use “clear text” on the radio, but we don’t want to step on anyone’s toes. We don’t want to
question each other’s decisions. We also don’t always clarify what is being told to us. If Air Attack says
urgently “Fire has crossed the two-track – repeat, fire HAS crossed the two-track” we might understand
there is urgency in the statement. But we might not always understand all of what is being implied.
Do you always ask for clarification? Do you sometimes just say “Copy” and assume we’ll figure it out?
Does it depend on what you have going on?
What about when you are trying to communicate a concern to a resource that you don’t know all that
well? If you tell a hotshot crew superintendent “There is now a line of fire and it’s moving north” and
they acknowledge the message, is everybody now “on the same page”? Is there still room for
misunderstanding? Should you communicate your concern or just paint a picture so they can make their
own decision?
These are all common dilemmas. We all talk about the importance of communication and we put a lot of
focus on it in the aftermath of unintended outcomes. But what exactly is it we should do differently?
Every situation will vary, but there are certain scenarios that tend to bring up common tensions:
Power Dynamic
We all give hotshot superintendents a certain degree of latitude because we respect their
position and the amount of experience that it typically reflects. We tend to be a little tenuous
in expressing concern or anything that could come across as questioning. There is a power
dynamic on the fireline and hotshot superintendents are at the top. This impacts how
communication takes place.
This power dynamic exists in other fireline relationships as well. Who defers to whom
between engines and smokejumpers or locals and severity resources? These general power
dynamics are obviously played up or down by individual personalities, but a default pecking
order does exist.

Brevity
We typically value being brief on the radio. Air to ground or command are frequencies
typically heard by everyone on the fire. In exchanges with Air Attack or anyone on command,
these elements tend to skew us toward limiting our time transmitting—even to the point of
sacrificing clarity for the sake of brevity.
These two elements (power dynamics and preference for brevity) exist on the fireline. Neither are
inherently bad, but they do have the tendency to create hurdles in relation to communication.
Acknowledging these hurdles may help us navigate around them.
When the situation calls for it, be willing to buck power dynamic norms with clarifying questions. Brevity
is important, but so is complete clarity. Make a conscious effort not to sacrifice one for the other.
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The Benefits Being Nice
We interact with unfamiliar resources on the fireline on a regular basis. We often need to integrate and
operate quickly on an emerging fire. The integration part does not always go well. We sometimes tend
to “stick to our own” and self-segregate.
The following excerpt is from the Summer 2015 Two More Chains article “Us and Them” by Alex Viktora:
Us and Them is a problem in the world of wildland fire in two ways—and both of these have to
do with learning:
1. When different groups are thrown together on a fire, how will the tribes mingle, communicate
hazards, achieve objectives and establish collective safety? How will they share and learn from
each other as they work together—at the tip of the spear—in real time?
2. When something bad happens to a member of another tribe, it’s easy to look at the attributes
of the other tribe (geography, resource type, experience level, agency affiliation, etc.) and
dismiss the event as attributable to just these superficial differences. When we dismiss negative
events like this, we can’t learn the lessons that are available.
Now What? First off, say “Hello”. This is simple. And not unique. It’s a concept that has been
written into crew SOPs: Say Hello. Start to get to know the other tribes on your fire.
On the Horse Park Fire, the Logan Hotshots and the engine crews (both local and severity) did an
amazing job of integrating. They did not succumb to “Us and Them” barriers. Several Logan Hotshots
mentioned the fact that they spent time talking with and getting to know the engine crews. It was
during this interaction that the engine crews offered up the use of their UTVs to the hotshot crew. As
the day unfolded, this obviously became crucial.
We never know how our interactions will benefit us as operations play out. But it seems like a good
investment to make an effort to interact and be nice. It’s likely to return a better outcome than the
alternative—the all too common aloof and isolationist approach.
Start with: “Hello.”

Engaging “The Head”
We all know the standard practice of anchor at the heel, work the flanks, and eventually pinch the head.
But we don’t always do it that way. Sometimes we go to the head. Why? What situations lead us to take
on the head of the fire? Maybe there is no real established “head.” Think of a typical sage and juniper
fire that is just smoldering from bush to bush and taking out an occasional juniper with the right wind
gust. Is that really a “head?”
What about access? If you have been looking for a way to get into the fire for most of the night and
eventually find a road that leads right to the “head”—what are your options? This just leads to another
decision point about efficiency. How much time are you going to invest in getting to the heel if you can
do some good where the road dumps you out?
There has always been discussion about how approach and access to a fire influences our tactical
decisions (think of Loop, South Canyon, or Twisp). How we first gain access to the fire effects how and
where we engage. Our access point often establishes some sort of base to start from and thereby return
to—just parking the vehicles is a commitment.
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Access can frame our perspective. During initial attack it may be worth it to take one moment to ask
yourself the question: “To what extent is access influencing my strategy?”

Escape
We talk a lot about escape routes. But not as much about plain old escape. We tend to train with the
notion that we always have pre-planned escape routes and “escape” is a simple action—just a quick
retreat.
The reality is that most entrapments do not involve an orderly retreat down a pre-planned route. Most
entrapments look more like the Horse Park event, a sudden realization along the lines of “I need to get
out of here” followed by a series of other gutwrenching decisions like when to drop your pack
“That pack is my life line. I don’t want to
and whether or not to keep running or take a chance
deploying in a less than ideal location.
give it up. I plan on surviving.”

When do you ditch your pack?

IHC Foreman on the Horse Park Fire

Leaving your pack behind is talked about
in training as if it is a simple decision. It
doesn’t take much thought to realize it’s actually a fairly serious decision and it can be very
difficult to make.
Those who have had to make this decision often wonder why they didn’t drop their pack
sooner.

There is very clearly a mental shift to be made when deciding to drop one’s pack. This initial
decision seems to be the first level of realization that the situation is emergent and might not
end well. It’s tempting to advise everyone to drop their pack at the slightest need for a “hasty
retreat”.
But who wants to be that one firefighter without their pack after a little pulse of fire pushes
everyone back just a bit? At what point are you in true “escape” mode? It’s surprising how
difficult it actually is to know the answer to that question in the moment.

What do you take with you when ditching
your pack?
Ever since South Canyon we have been
preaching the importance of leaving gear
behind to move faster when faced with
emergency escape from fire.

“If I had to choose one or the other, I’d
rather have my radio than my fire shelter.
The radio is how I can get help.”
IHC Squad Boss on the Horse Park Fire

It seems this message has gotten through
pretty well because there are plenty of
recent instances of firefighters “ditching their packs.”
Now we have the question: “What should you take with you?”
Just like any situation, it depends. But “it depends” is harder to train for. One perspective
would be, if you are at the point of ditching your pack and running with your shelter, focus on
survival and only take your shelter.
Many firefighters are trained to take their radio, tool, water, and gloves along with their
shelter. That ends up being an awkward armful of stuff to run with.
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It is also true that every spare second counts in these scenarios. Every item you try to extract
from your pack takes precious time off the ultimate clock. Many use this perspective to
promote taking only the shelter. But what about your radio? Communication can be pretty
handy. In fact, it might just be the thing that gets you a UTV or helicopter ride.

Scouting and Lookouts
Scouting is a crucial part of wildland fire operations. It’s also dangerous. The very nature of scouting
involves exploring unfamiliar territory, often “in the green” during peak fire danger. This is also true for
lookouts.
Is it possible that we don’t always acknowledge the exposure involved when we choose to scout or place
lookouts? If one were to compare the amount of time and thought that goes into deciding whether or
not to start building line to the amount of time and thought put into a decision to scout or to assign a
lookout, it’s drastically different. And yet the exposure is equal, often times greater for both scouting
and serving as lookout.
Listen to this podcast on Wildland Fire Scouting:
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-5wz3a-65895e

High Visibility Flame Resistant (FR) Clothing
There has been much discussion about firefighter tracking devices since
Yarnell. This Horse Park situation lends itself to further discussion on this
point.
It is fair to acknowledge that strong resistance to tracking devices does
exist. Why? It’s worth having more discussion on this topic in light of this
recent Horse Park Fire event.
A related topic is High Visibility Flame Resistant (FR) clothing. (Nomex is
only one of the few brands of flame resistant fabrics used by firefighters on
the line.) Many other high-risk professions utilize high visibility clothing
(loggers and construction). The utility is not solely for finding unaccounted
for individuals, it also serves general visibility in the field.
Are there advantages to this in the wildland fire environment? The ability to better see people on
hillsides? From aircraft? Night operations? Cutting area control in saw operations? In smoke?

Post Incident Support
Agency response involving injuries has become more efficient and smooth over the last 5-10 years.
Agency liaisons to meet the patient at the hospital have become the norm. Follow-up paperwork is
understood and available.
What happens when dealing with a “non-injury” related traumatic event? Do we have a process in place
for that? How do we know an event is traumatic for someone? Does our current injury paperwork cover
exposure to traumatic events? How do we determine the need for follow-up care?
When a potentially traumatic event occurs that does not involve physical injuries, there is likely a need
for support. But that support may not be set in motion as soon as it would if it were an event involving a
hospital stay. Support may be as simple as getting those involved food and shelter for the night, but
might also include early activation of CISM and peer support and general guidance of what the next
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steps are. Who decides if those involved need to stay in the area, get reassigned, go home, take some
time off? These are questions to be thought about ahead of time.
Multifaceted Support Needed
Even If Event Doesn’t Include Physical Injury
When news spread of this event, many reported a sense of relief after hearing “Everybody is OK—
nobody was injured.”
This is understandable. But it is possible that hearing such sentiment unconsciously sets us on a mental
pathway leading to less support for those involved?
We all must remember to follow-up and be prepared to activate multifaceted support response whether
or not an event included physical injuries.

Delegation of Authority for this FLA
This is an interagency FLA.
Both the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service delegated the authority for this
review. The two agencies’ Delegation of Authority for this FLA specifically addressed
“Recommendations”: “If warranted, please identify any recommendations that come from any lessons
learned that you believe would prevent similar occurrences.”
This FLA Team has one recommendation related to the lesson discovered on Post Incident Support:

Recommendation
Review Serious Accident/Fatality Guidance
for Gaps Relating to Non-Injury Events
It is recommended that all units that currently have serious accident/fatality guidance review that
guidance, looking specifically for a gap relating to non-injury traumatic events.
This review will likely reveal the need to include support triggers related to non-injury traumatic events.
These edits may result in the need to re-name such guidance to aid collective understanding of when to
consult the guidance (specifically when “nobody got hurt”).
This review and update of Post Incident Support guidelines and protocol will likely necessitate mass
notification to all those charged with using the guide. Part of this effort will therefore require an
awareness campaign aimed at highlighting this potential gap. This effort will support a general reframing
of our collective perspective on “non-injury” events.
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9. Tools for Teaching the Lessons
This section of the FLA is intended to provide you with resources to teach the lessons from this
event. To teach the lessons you must first have context.
This FLA report—especially “The Story” section—provides the best context for an instructor. To help
facilitate further teaching and learning, we have also created a video that should provide additional
context and discussion points for your students. The video is intended to be shown in a group
setting and discussed afterword.
Story Map: Story Maps are a simple yet powerful way to tell
a story in a digital format. The Horse Park Fire Story Map
includes the FLA narrative, pictures, videos, and links to
additional learning material. Use the link below to access this
this Story Map:

Horse Park Fire Entrapment Story Map
(https://usfs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=b0ea8e1c9a1243ac9268fec1c5244265)

Video – This video shows the escape path of those involved
and can be used to aid discussion and understanding of this
event:

https://youtu.be/m8mhFPzKn_w

TEDEd Lesson – This TEDEd lesson provides questions and
discussion topics related to this event:

https://ed.ted.com/on/jyvoCHJO

Tactical Decision Game - Lookout Escape – This tactical decision
game is based on events from the Horse Park Fire. This decision
game is designed to aid group discussion around a sand table.
This piece is included in this document in Appendix C.
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11. Appendices
Appendix A – Fire Behavior

Horse Park Fire Behavior Summary
May 26-27, 2018
Brad Pietruszka, FBAN/LTAN

Weather
The Grand Junction Weather Forecast Office issued a Red Flag Warning for high winds, low humidity, and
dry fuels on Saturday, May 26. The afternoon forecast Lightning Activity Level was 1, or no lightning
expected. However, around 1930, a line of thunderstorms formed from roughly Cortez, Colorado north and
east to almost Norwood, Colorado. No lightning was observed by the BLM Lightning Services, but
http://www.lightningmaps.org/’s detection network identified at least 12 strikes. Local fire managers also
reported witnessing dry lightning during this time. A seven-acre fire on private land in Montezuma County
was also started by this event.
May 27th’s Zone 290 Fire Weather Forecast called for temperatures of 61-71°F, minimum humidity of 510%, and winds becoming southwest 10-15 in the afternoon with localized gusts to 25. Compared to the
previous day’s wind forecast of south winds 15-20 with gusts to 40, the May 27th winds were significantly
less, but still more than enough to drive fire behavior on the Horse Park Fire on May 27.
While there are three weather stations relatively nearby, the fire is in a remote area not accurately
represented by any one station.
Station Name

Station ID

Elevation

Distance & Bearing from Fire

Nucla

053807

5,910

21 miles at 357°

Salter

055205

8,196

20 miles at 182°

Sanborn Park

053804

7,930

24 miles at 42°

At the time of the entrapment of the superintendent’s vehicle, Nucla RAWS measured 84°F, 6% relative
humidity, and winds at 17mph from 229° (SW). These winds interacted with local terrain to spread the fire
across the two-track on which the entrapment occurred, as well as to initiate a rotation in the smoke
column which increased convection of the fire.

Fire Danger
The BLM Southwest Colorado Fire and Aviation Management Unit has robust Fire Danger Operating Plans
validated in 2016 in the Montrose Dispatch Zone. Included with daily indices beginning approximately two
weeks prior to the Horse Park Fire are pocket cards for each Fire Danger Rating Area (FDRA) which displays
the current year forecast ERC-G trendline, the 7-day National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD), the
National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) forecasts, and displays historic fires which occurred under
similar conditions. Managers from both the BLM and USFS did have access to this resource and had been
checking them regularly (based on a personal conversation).
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The May 27 Forecast Fire Danger Indices and Pocket Cards

An excerpt from the CO-MTC Fire Business Calculator showing predicted indices for May 26 is shown above.

The May 26th predicted pocket card is shown above.
“Severe Fire Weather Potential” (SFWP) is a metric of binning (a method of grouping scaled data into
intervals) ERC and BI percentiles developed by Dr. Matt Jolly of the Rocky Mountain Research station and
displayed spatially each morning at https://www.wfas.net/.
Severe conditions represent the intersection of both ERCs above the 97th percentile as well as BI’s above
the 97th percentile. The pocket cards clearly show conditions as being similar to the 2012 season in whole,
as well as similar to the nearby 2012 Sunrise Mine Fire which started on May 25, 2012, exactly six years and
one day earlier than the Horse Park Fire. These SFWP conditions are present on many large fire growth
days nationwide and can be a good indicator to firefighters of the potential fire behavior for the day at any
point in the nation at the same time. CO-SWD pocket cards include this metric and the forecast value on
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May 26 was “Very High,” the second highest category. While displayed on the pocket card, SFWP is a spatial
index and was represented by the NDFD/wfas.net forecasts as “Severe.” The “Very High” category was
determined from the location of the two RAWS Stations within the West FDRA SIG, while the “Severe”
conditions over the fire would have only been visible from wfas.net SFWP maps. The BI and ERC percentiles
at the fire site on May 27th were both at the 98th percentile, which is just slightly above the threshold
required for a “Severe” rating.
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Daily indices posted on the Montrose Dispatch website on May 26th which would have been visible to all
firefighters are displayed below.

Fire Behavior
Pinyon/juniper fires in the area are overwhelmingly single tree fires exhibiting smoldering fire behavior
with many natural ignitions going completely out on their own naturally without human intervention. A
small subset of these naturally ignited pinyon/juniper fires have enough adjacent fuels and high enough
winds to exhibit substantial growth with running, torching, and active crowning the main fire
characteristics.
From its ignition at roughly 2100, the Horse Park Fire fell into the outlier category of PJ fires, growing
immediately from the time of ignition until at least 0300, at which point resources on site bedded down.
At the time of size-up, the fire was 10-15 acres. The dominant observed fire behavior perception was
smoldering and creeping until roughly 1400. At around 1400, the northern perimeter of the fire began a
slow northward march with single-tree torching and short-range spotting up to 300 feet.
Resources on site report an initial northward push of the fire followed by a northeast one as winds shifted
from S to SW. Salter RAWS shows a shift in wind direction of roughly 20 degrees between 1430 and 1530
which corresponds with onsite observations. As the day progressed, surface heating and heating from the
fire allowed for deeper mixing, letting general winds surface and come to dominate the fire environment.
Complicating the southwest wind shift was the dissected and difficult terrain around the fire site. The
terrain’s influence on the wind created circular wind profiles in two critical areas: the heel of the fire and
the confluence of Cocklebur Draw and Horse Park. The winds directly over the fire site from 1500-1600
were very light but variable in all directions. This allowed for intense heating of the surface from increasing
fire behavior as well as higher lofting of the smoke plume before the general winds were able to carry
embers downwind, potentially igniting spot fires farther out than ground resources were able to see from
their vantage point, as well as increasing overall fire spread.
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As resources retreated to safety zones, two important things occurred. The main fire, having established to
the east of the initial perimeter, began moving generally east around a sage park which did not carry fire.
This created two fingers which crossed the road in the bottom of Cocklebur Draw at almost the same time,
around 1700.
Lookouts posted on both the north and the south flanks of the fire each observed one of these fingers but
may not have realized they were blocked from what the other was seeing by a slight curve in Cocklebur
Draw and were actually observing two distinct areas of activity.

Flammap arrival time contours
showing fire spread across the
Cocklebur Draw road in two areas
(black line). This is an idealized
representation of fire spread on May
27. Actual spread across the road
may have occurred slightly south
than depicted here.

By 1700, the fire had crossed Cocklebur Draw and began to climb the west aspect. Flame lengths were in
excess of 12 feet, with active crown fire as the fire consumed pinyon/juniper woodland on the lower third
of the west aspect.
Rates of spread in excess of 80 chains per hour (1 mph) were present during this run.
The vehicle entrapment location and initial lookout location were in the path of least resistance to overall
fire spread on May 27.
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Shortly after the superintendent and captain left the vehicle and began retreating toward their safety zone, the fire crossed the road to the north of
the vehicle. Fire intensity was likely reduced around the vehicle because the initial fire spread across Cocklebur, as well as the secondary finger
across Cocklebur, backed together rather than running across the vehicle site as a head fire. The surrounding grass and sagebrush burned intensely,
but the critically dry conditions led to rapid consumption of fuels with limited residence time.
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Four Timestep Near Term Fire Behavior Flame length animation (WFDSS) showing the potential path and intensity
of fire as it swept across the Cocklebur two-track toward the lookout position and vehicle. Fire moves around the
superintendent’s vehicle on both the north and south prior to backing with less intensity toward it.
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As the lookout retreated to the north, fire overcame the lookout spot with flame lengths above 12 feet and very high rates of spread, in excess of
one mile per hour. The lookout had to cross an area of the highest fire behavior in order to reach safety. Along the presumed path, there are no
locations in which flame lengths were less than 12 feet in the pinyon/juniper and Gambel oak until reaching the Hamilton Fire scar which eventually
stopped fire spread.
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Wind Analysis
The Colorado Division of Fire Prevention and Control owns and operates two Pilatus PC-12 aircraft
outfitted with advanced imagery capabilities.
There were two Multi-Mission Aircraft missions flown on the fire on May 27th.
The initial flight at 1315 MDT shows wind shear on the heel of the fire where smoke initially moves
upslope with terrain winds and then carried by the general SW winds of the area. Up until roughly
1500, local terrain winds were the primary wind influence on the fire.
As the day progressed and surface warming and heat generated by the fire increased, the general
winds were able to surface and became the dominant wind influencing fire spread.

North
General SW Winds
Upslope WInds

Upslope WInds

1315 Hours – Colorado Division of
Fire Prevention and Control MMA
visible image showing the
interaction of terrain and general
winds on the fire area prior to the
entrapment.

As the general winds overcame the terrain winds, bisected terrain turned these winds and created local
vortices near the north end of the fire. These vortices allowed for rapid column lift as well as initiating
spin in the column itself, further increasing air intake to the fire.
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WindNinja Mass and Momentum
solver gridded winds, 17 mph at
229 degrees shows initial shear
aiding in convective column
rotation evident in video evidence.

General Winds (SW)

NE local winds
Winds from Video Site (NW)

Screen grab from video (above) used to verify WindNinja gridded winds. Column rotation and shear are clearly
evident. Fire is visible only because of local NW winds from the video site which also enhanced fire behavior.
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The lookout position experienced extremely high winds during this timeframe, with windspeeds
approaching 36 miles per hour just downslope. The entire path of the lookout was through an area of
the highest windspeeds until entering Horse Park drainage. These winds were directly at the back of
the lookout as they made their way toward their primary safety route.
Given the high speeds in the Hamilton Fire scar, it is not surprising that the individual did not feel it was
an adequate safety zone as windspeeds were increased from the lack of overstory and ranged from 10
to 26 miles per hour at the 20-foot level.
Winds at standard U.S. weather observation sites are measured at the 20-foot level, averaged over a
ten-minute period. During the ten-minute period, there are likely several windspeeds in excess of the
ten-minute average.
The maximum probable one-minute windspeed is a metric developed by Crosby & Chandler to relate
eye-level windspeeds to likely observed 20-foot windspeeds.
The lookout on the Horse Park Fire likely felt eye-level winds of up to 40 miles per hour during their
escape to safety.
Timing of Escape
From video evidence, the UTV carrying the IHC superintendent was travelling approximately 32 miles
per hour as they made their way out of the fire area toward their safety zone.
Seven seconds after the UTV is first visible in the video, fire activity where the UTV is first visible
increases dramatically, with flame lengths in excess of 100 feet. With an average speed of 32 mph, the
UTV could have covered the distance required in 18 seconds from picking up the superintendent to the
video site.
Given that they had to back up and turn around, the amount of time to cover this distance is likely
closer to 35 seconds.
The superintendent was ready to shelter. Had the UTV not arrived, he would have needed to do so
within roughly 20 seconds. Flame lengths near the fire shelter site were between 6 to 8 feet. At the line
gear site, they were in excess of 12 feet with active crown fire.
The UTV carrying the superintendent to safety was approximately 325 feet ahead of the main fire.
Based on Dr. Bret Butler’s research, the recommended separation distance from the Horse Park Fire on
May 27, 2018 was 800 feet.
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Appendix B – Equipment Analysis

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, National
Technology and Development Program,
Fire Equipment Report
Horse Park Fire Entrapment
The following report (Appendix B) is based on interviews, site visits, and examination of equipment.
On May 27th, 2018, the Logan Interagency Hotshot Crew performed initial attack on the Horse Park
Fire, located southwest of Norwood, Colorado.
A rapidly advancing fire front entrapped three firefighters from the crew and forced them to escape
immediately to safety. The fire forced two firefighters (Roy and Eric) to abandon their stuck vehicle
and run back down the road in the direction that they had come from. At another area of the fire,
the fire forced the lookout (Ashley) to abandon her lookout post and run to safety. None of these
firefighters sustained injuries.

Firefighters in the Vehicle – Roy and Eric’s Escape Sequence
The fire entrapped Roy and Eric in their vehicle while they were driving up a road to scout the fire.
They started their escape sequence by putting the vehicle in reverse and backing down the road
away from the advancing fire front. They attempted to turn the vehicle around, but the vehicle
became stuck and was not drivable (Figure 1).

Figure 1—View looking up the road toward the direction of the oncoming fire. The abandoned vehicle’s roof
(circled in yellow) can be seen reflecting the sunlight in the background. The firefighter’s fireline pack (circled in
red) can be seen in the foreground.
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Roy and Eric grabbed their fireline
packs from the stuck vehicle. Eric
put on his pack, grabbed his radio in
his hand, and ran back down the
road in the direction they had come
from. Roy put on his pack, grabbed
his radio, helmet, and GPS unit in
his hands and ran, following Eric.
Eric ran faster and escaped the
advancing fire. Realizing the
advancing fire was outpacing him,
Roy decided to drop his fireline
pack (Figure 2).
Roy grabbed his fire shelter and ran
with the shelter tucked under his
arm, his helmet and the GPS in one
hand, and his radio in the other
hand. Roy continued to run, but
dropped the GPS and helmet along
the way.

Figure 2—Photo of Roy’s burned fireline pack and its remaining contents
on the road he was on during his escape from the fire front.

At 2,228 feet (0.42 miles) away from the
vehicle, Roy felt winded and stopped to
remove the fire shelter from its carrying
case. Roy tore open the PVC bag, grabbed
the shake handles to shake out the
accordion folds, but struggled to deploy the
shelter. He later stated that the fire shelter
“didn’t work like practice shelters [because]
it was stuck together”. Roy continued his
attempt to open the fire shelter by holding
the shake handles and kicking the folds.

Figure 3—Photo looking toward the direction Roy was running.
Roy’s fire shelter (circled in yellow) can be seen on the ground,
behind the burned tree in the foreground. The FLA Team
recovered the shelter below the road location where Kory
intercepted Roy on the UTV.

Roy then heard a crewmember, Kory, call his
name. Kory was driving a UTV toward Roy’s
location. Roy dropped the fire shelter on the
road and jumped onto the UTV. Kory and
Roy escaped the fire front on the UTV and
made it to safety (figures 3 and 4).
The FLA Team did not find and recover the
HDPE plastic liner, PVC bag, or nylon carrying
case from Roy’s fire shelter at the site. It is
likely that the fire burned and consumed
these components.

Figure 4—Close-up photo of Roy’s fire shelter.
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The Crew Lookout –
Ashley’s Escape Sequence
At about the same time the fire
entrapped Roy and Eric on the road, the
fire also entrapped the crew lookout,
Ashley. The fire forced Ashley to
abandon her position on a ridgetop
above the same road.
Ashley put her radio into her fireline
pack, put the pack on, grabbed her hand
tool, and jogged across the hillside, away
from the direction of the fire. Ashley
then increased her speed and ran down
the canyon through an old burn scar and
away from the fire front.
She later stated that as she ran through
the burn scar “the safety zones were
smaller than what I thought I needed to
weather that thing”.
Ashley tried to make a call out on her
radio, but the radio antenna was missing.
She decided to drop her fireline pack, but
took the fire shelter.

Figure 5—Photo of Ashley’s burned fireline pack and contents.

[Note: Ashley’s radio was a Bendix King
(BK), DPH, VHF radio with a threaded
antenna. A radio with a threaded-style antenna can occasionally come loose.]
With the shelter in one hand and her hand tool in the other hand, Ashley ran down, out, and away
from the fire front to a grassy flat area. She used a lighter to ignite the grass, burned out a would-be
fire shelter deployment site, and waved her arms to be more visible to aircraft. A helicopter landed
near Ashley’s new position and took her to a safe area.
Ashley’s fireline pack was burned over when the fire front passed through (Figure 5).

Materials, Temperatures, and Characteristics
All three firefighters were equipped with the required M-2002 fire shelter made to U.S. Forest
Service (FS) Specification 5100-606. Roy’s discarded fire shelter showed several areas where heat
damage had occurred. The affected PVC bag and HDPE plastic liner indicated temperatures ranging
from melting to auto ignition (Table 1).
Table 1—Materials, characteristics, and associated temperatures.
Material and characteristic
Fire shelter PVC bag—auto ignition
Fire shelter HDPE plastic liner—auto ignition
Fire shelter foil/cloth bond—delamination
Fire shelter aluminum foil—melts
Human survivability
Nylon—auto ignition

Temperature (°F)
945
910
500
1220
300
960
50

Fire Shelter Condition
The FLA Team recovered Roy’s fire shelter 10 feet below the road, surrounded by burnt vegetation.
Manufacture Date and Size—Label missing, regular size.
Outer Shell—90 percent of the aluminum was melted, delaminated.
Inner Shell—75 percent of the aluminum was melted.
50 percent of the fiberglass layer was burned away.
Floor—90 percent of the aluminum was melted, delaminated.
Seams—(Nothing to note.)
Hold-Down Straps—Two were burned away; two remained intact.

Discussion
Fortunately, we can all learn a great deal from this event. We have the opportunity to learn from
three people who have firsthand experience. We can learn how to improve how we manage
entrapment, escape, and utilize our personal protective equipment and procedures.
The Logan Hotshot Crew carry their fire shelters in a side pocket of their fireline pack. They feel that
this location reduces wear and tear on the shelters and it does not inhibit access to the shelter
(Figure 6).

Figure 6—Photo of a Logan Hotshot Crew fireline pack and the equipment configuration they use to
carry the fire shelter. The shelter is stored in the blue carrying case in a side pocket of the fireline pack.
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Questions
Escape—What Should You Take with You?
During discussions with the firefighters, one of them stated: “My [fireline] pack is my lifeline.”
However, this also brought up the question of how much equipment should firefighters normally
carry in their packs and what should you take with you if you need to drop your fireline pack and
run.
These are difficult questions; these are personal questions. There are no clear-cut answers.
Ultimately, it will depend on the situation. For considerations, reference the “Escape” section on
pages 4 and 5 of The New Generation Fire Shelter training booklet and the “Last Resort Survival”
section on pages 33 and 34 of the 2018 Incident Response Pocket Guide (IRPG).
Should you carry a lighter in your pocket?
On rare occasions, firefighters have used lighters to burn off vegetation in entrapment scenarios. In
this case on the Horse Park Fire, the lighter was very effective in helping Ashley improve her wouldbe shelter deployment site. In addition, the smoke helped the orbiting aircraft locate her position.

Training – Can You Practice for the Real Thing?
Additional conversations with these firefighters focused on how to train for surviving an entrapment
situation. All agreed that realistic training scenarios are useful.
Firefighters who have deployed “real” shelters have suggested that they are not the same as
practice shelters. The stiffer, heavier material of real shelters does not shake open as easily as
practice shelters.
This short video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w35iQKV7-hA&feature=youtu.be) shows
some differences between practice and real shelters. Whenever possible, use out-of-service, real
shelters to provide training that is more realistic.
Many lessons from previous shelter deployments have been used to update training. Become
familiar with the 2018 Fire Shelter Training updates and reminders at the National Interagency Fire
Center (NIFC) Fire Shelter training website: <https://www.nifc.gov/fireShelt/fshelt_training.html>.

Do Fire Shelters Even Work?
In discussions with the Logan Hotshots after the entrapment, some crew members raised concerns
about their level of confidence with the fire shelter in a shelter deployment.
Firefighters need to maintain a healthy distrust that the fire shelter will save their life in every fire
situation because firefighters have died in fire shelters.
However, it is important to realize that fire shelters have also saved the lives of hundreds of
firefighters.
For details regarding fire shelters, shelter technology updates, deployment statistics, and first-hand,
shelter-deployment survival stories, visit the National Interagency Fire Center Fire Shelter website
<https://www.nifc.gov/fireShelt/fshelt_main.html.>.
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Appendix C – Tactical Decision Game

Lookout Escape – Horse Park Fire
Author
Travis Dotson, Wildland Fire Lessons Learned Center

INITIAL FACILITATOR INFORMATION. NOT TO BE SHARED WITH STUDENTS:

Target Audience
FFT1 & Single Resource Boss (Anyone who serves as lookout.)

Training Objective
Given the following scenario, players should discuss the role of a lookout and the risk
associated with this position.

Facilitator’s Note
This scenario is designed as a seminar-style (guided discussion) TDG. There are breaks in
the scenario intended for open table discussion on specific tensions and dilemmas. The
main point is to discuss the role of a lookout, the exposure involved, and the process of
“escape.” Each break is noted using a box like this one below:

*Discussion Break*
 Question . . .
Resources Referenced


1 FFT1 (Player Role)



Crew Superintendent



Air Attack
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SCENARIO INFORMATION TO BE SHARED WITH STUDENTS

Facilitator Briefing to Student(s)
You are a senior firefighter on an Interagency Hotshot Crew. Your crew is on the first day of
a preposition assignment in Southwest Colorado. This is what you took away from the area
briefing:
“It’s a big heads up, with ERCs above the 90th percentile, low snow pack over the
winter, fire restrictions, high spread potential. We can expect a fire to grow quickly.
Things have the potential to get up and go.”
Early this morning the crew was assigned to initial attack on the Horse Park Fire. The only
road access to the fire places your crew on the north end of the fire. Conditions are:


Fuels: Grass, sage, and pinyon/juniper.



Time of Day: 1200 in late May.

You are assigned as lookout. You discuss options with crew overhead and settle on hiking
up to a ridge east of the fire. The crew will be on the mesa top to the west of you.
Air Attack is assigned to the fire and has been up all day.
You find your lookout spot and identify an area with only light grass in an old burn scar as
your safety zone. You begin taking weather and watching the fire:


Temperature: 70 degrees.



Relative Humidity: 10%.



Winds: 10-15 mph from the southwest.

*Discussion Break*
 Do you have LCES in place?
 How do you decided WHO will be the lookout?
 What’s the number one priority for a lookout?
 When we operate “as our own lookout” do we have less margin for error?

Around 1400 the fire makes a push to the north and the crew retreats to the black and waits
for the fire to calm down.
At 1630 the crew hikes back to the parking are where the crew rigs are located. There is talk
of using the road your crew drove in on for a burn-out operation. Your Supt. asks you to stay
in place for the time being in case they do go ahead with the burn-out operation.
The north end of the fire on the mesa top (where the crew was) has died down. You can see
white smoke to the south, but you cannot see the base of it.
Your Supt. calls and says: “Hey, do you have eyes on what this thing is doing to the south?”
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*Discussion Break*
 Has your mission changed?
 Are you now “scouting”?
 Is scouting different from serving as lookout?
You anticipated the Superintendent’s request and have already hiked a quarter-mile to the
south to get a visual on the base of the fire. You let the Supt. know you are getting a better
vantage and will call when you have better info. As you progress to the south, you cross a
barbed wire fence.
As you top out on a small rise you can see the smoke has darkened in color. It’s now 1630,
time to take weather. You start that process. You get 70 degrees and 10% RH again. As you
are putting your weather stuff away, you look back over and notice a significant change in
the smoke—a red-orange glow. The fire is obviously moving up the slope in your direction.

*Discussion Break*
 At this point, what is your responsibility and focus?
 Who should you communicate with?
 Action: You key your mic and say . . .

As you jog back toward your safety zone, you can start to hear the fire behind you. You get
to the barbed wire fence but can’t find that easy place to cross that you previously used. You
scramble over the fence and go back to your original lookout position and into your
predetermined safety zone.
As you look back at the advancing fire front, you realize that your safety zone is likely not big
enough for the fire behavior you are seeing. The column is bending over you and the flame
lengths are much larger than you ever imagined. You key your mic to talk on the radio but
something doesn’t seem right. You look down and notice your antenna is gone. You realize
you are unable to transmit or receive on your radio.

*Discussion Break*
 At this point, what is your responsibility and focus?
 What are your options and how do you decide what to do?
 If you choose to escape, what should you take with you?
 How do you decide if a safety zone is adequate? (By the book vs. reality.)
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After Action Review
Conduct an AAR with a focus on the training objective.
1. What was planned?
2. What actually happened?
3. Why did it happen?
4. What can we do next time?

Watch This Video
Watch this video together as a group. It briefly tells the story of the Horse Park Fire, the
actual event that inspired this TDG.

https://youtu.be/m8mhFPzKn_w
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